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CHAPTER 731 ARRIVAL 

After Darcy and Junior nervously turned around, they saw a handsome young guy smiling and greeting 

them. No, he said hello Darcy. Because this young man who appeared knew Darcy. 

“Uh...well, Darcy, you know...” Just when Junior looked at the handsome man who suddenly appeared in 

front of him and was about to ask about him, he suddenly noticed that Darcy had already rushed out. 

Brush! 

“Ah! Oh, it’s Jackson. You’re here! I knew Thor couldn’t be trusted. So he asked your help!” Darcy has 

already thrown herself in front of the guy while Junior looked on with a dumbfounded expression on his 

face. 

That’s right, the young handsome guy who suddenly appeared here was Lin Rui who flew over from 

Siberia in an Iron Man Armor. Because the speed of the Iron Man suit is much faster than the speed of 

the Stark private jet, Lin Rui also arrived before Thor. 

Phoo~ 

The next moment, Darcy is already throwing her arms around Lin Rui, who doesn’t shy away. Darcy has 

always been a big fan of this handsome and mysterious young man. 

Of course, she just likes it and flirts with him a few times at most, but she has no ideas about him, 

especially after Darcy realized that Lin Rui’s background is not that simple and she doesn’t like 

complicated things. 

“Ms. Darcy, although we haven’t seen each other for a long time, you don’t need to be so enthusiastic.” 

Lin Rui smiled stiffly when Darcy tightly hugged him. 

Phoo~ 

“Haha! It’s been a long time since I saw you so I am happy!” At Lin Rui’s reminder, Darcy finally released 

her arms and stood in front of Lin Rui again. 

After their last meeting in New Mexico, Darcy has little contact with Lin Rui. Darcy knows that she is on a 

different level from the young man who is capable of getting close to Tony Stark, so she does not bother 

Lin Rui much. But now, Lin Rui has come by himself, so Darcy will certainly not be polite to tease him. 

“Well, Miss Darcy, aren’t you going to introduce me? Is he your boyfriend?” Lin Rui certainly knew that 

Darcy was deliberately teasing him, so he deliberately asked this question while looking at the 

dumbfounded boy behind Darcy. 

“He? My boyfriend? No, No, No! He’s Junior and he is my Intern.” Seeing Lin Rui pointing at the dazed 

Junior behind her and calling him her boyfriend, Darcy quickly denied it. 

Although Junior looks good and treats her well, Darcy hasn’t thought of him as a lover yet. 



“Junior? Okay, hey there, I am similar to you in the sense that I also followed her for the period of 

internship, although the time was very short.” Hearing Darcy’s answer, Lin Rui walked forward and said 

hello to Junior who hadn’t fully recovered. 

Seeing Lin Rui walking in front of him, Junior was stunned and quickly stretched out his hand and said, 

“Uh... Hello, my name is Evans, Evans Robert!” 

Reaching out his hand to shake Lin Rui’s hand, the now named Evans seemed a little nervous. 

“Evans? Well, Evans, my name is Jackson Lin. You can call me Lin or Jackson. It’s nice to meet you.” Lin 

Rui smiled and said. 

“En! Hello, Jackson!” 

Booming~ 

Just after Lin Rui had greeted Darcy and Evans, there was a roar of the engine from outside the 

unfinished building. Through the heavy rain and strong wind, the sound of this engine was also very 

clear, and it was obvious that an airplane had flown past at close range. 

“En? Is it Thor? He said he was coming by a Plane and I believe a plane has just landed?” Darcy’s eyes 

light up as she hears the roar of the approaching engine. 

“Yeah, Thor is here.” Lin Rui nodded when he heard Darcy’s words. 

Then, Lin Rui led Darcy and Evans to the side of the building, where they can see an empty road outside 

that had not yet been opened to traffic. There, a private jet was landing quickly and soon entered the 

taxiing phase. 

Chi Chi Chi Chi ~ 

After rubbing the tires on the ground a few times, the luxury private jet sprayed with the word Stark on 

it finally completed a perfect rain landing. After the hatch opened, Thor, who had been waiting for a 

long time, jumped down from the stairway without taking the stairs at all. 

Thor, who had already recovered part of his strength can do something like jumping down the stairs and 

he quickly ran towards Lin Rui and the others. 

“That’s!... Stark’s private jet?! So is Jane’s ex-boyfriend a good friend of Tony Stark?!” After seeing the 

words on the private jet, Evans’s eyes widened and he exclaimed. 

Before that, Darcy had briefly introduced Thor to Evans. Of course, she did not say that Thor is an alien, 

only that he is Jane’s ex-boyfriend, and he could be of help in this regard. 

Evans’s little brain certainly believed Darcy’s statement, and since Jane Foster herself was an expert in 

this area of study then it was only natural that her ex-boyfriend also understood this aspect of things. 

“Thor is not Tony Stark’s friend, the handsome guy next to you is. Haven’t you noticed the Iron Man 

Armor in the corner? You just saw him come here in this Iron Man Armor.” Darcy calmly said as she 

heard Junior’s exclamation. 



While talking, Darcy pointed to a spot in the corner behind them. At the position Darcy pointed to, a 

brand new Iron Man Armor was quietly standing there. It was as if the real Iron Man had appeared here. 

“Iron Man!” 

... 

“It seems that it is certain that there is an abnormality in the space here, but I don’t know where this 

abnormal space leads, or whether Miss Foster is safe now.” A few minutes later, Lin Rui stood by the 

courtyard of the unfinished building and spoke while calmly looking at the scene. 

It took a few minutes for Evans to recover from the shock of seeing Iron Man. Then Lin Rui and Thor, 

who had rushed up all the way, came to the patio. After observing for a while, Lin Rui reached this 

conclusion. 

Of course, the present situation is consistent with Lin Rui’s memory. That means Jane Foster is currently 

trapped on the Asgard side and may have been possessed by the Aether. 

“Jackson, what do you suggest we do now? Why don’t I just jump in and see? !” Thor, who was standing 

by, asked worriedly when he heard Lin Rui’s words. 

Nearly half an hour had passed since he knew Jane was missing, and Thor was worried. 

CHAPTER 732 TRAMPLES 

Lin Rui didn’t answer anything immediately after hearing Thor’s words. This time Lin Rui came here to 

first determine if Jane had fallen into the place where Asgard hides the Aether. 

If he can confirm this then it can be inferred that the Elites of the Dark Elves are looking for Aether 

someplace in Asgard at this time. In this case, Rogers and others waiting for Lin Rui’s information in 

Siberia can safely send a team into the Portal. 

Lin Rui, however, has been able to confirm that Jane Foster is trapped in another space after observing 

the magical patio in front of him. Therefore, Lin Rui has quietly asked JARVIS to send a message to Tony 

just now. 

Lin Rui also gave his own suggestions for the formation of the team that will pass through the Portal. 

The combined strength of Iron Man, SHIELD, X-Men, and the League of Defenders will be the best team. 

Lin Rui feels very confident that the combined might of these forces would be able to stand firm there. 

He is also a bold gambler. 

“Jackson, what do you say?” Thor asked after not getting an answer. 

“What is that?” Just when Thor was staring at Lin Rui waiting for his suggestion, Evans suddenly reached 

out and pointed to the location of the patio in front and shouted. 

Brush! 

Just as Lin Rui and the others turned their eyes towards the direction pointed by Evans, they saw a 

beverage can fall straight down from the top of the patio. This beverage can landed vertically for more 

than ten meters and then disappear again, it went back into that mysterious subspace. 



“That’s the one we threw in before! It’s back again! Could it be that this dimensional space is a cycle?” 

Evans said in surprise as he watched the beverage can appear and disappear. 

“That’s right! That’s it! This dimension, which connects the Earth to the rest of space, acts as a tunnel in 

which things pass between the two Spaces every once in a while. That explains why we are still receiving 

a spotty satellite phone signal from Jane!” After Evans’ surprise, Darcy also explains from the 

background. 

For the situation in front of him, Lin Rui is very calm, because up to now, everything is going according to 

the plot that he knows. Thor beside him was not looking so good, after all, he was planning to jump right 

in. 

But if the Subspace of the patio in front of him is a spatial tunnel, then it would be a waste of effort for 

him to jump in and be transported back. 

“Thor, can you reach Heimdall now?” Just when Thor was feeling worried and torn, Lin Rui suddenly 

looked at him and spoke. 

As the Guardian of Asgard’s Bifrost, Heimdall does not seem to play any major role in Lin Rui’s memory, 

nor does he seem to be strong enough. But, from where he is, he can’t be a minor player either. After 

all, the Bifrost can directly destroy a planet. 

And Heimdall has insight into the entire Nine Realms and he can see and hear what is happening 

anywhere in the Nine Realms if he wants to. Therefore, if Thor can contact Heimdall then it would be 

best if Heimdall could help him find Jane. 

“Contact Heimdall? No? Even if Heimdall could hear and see me, I’m still on this Earth because of 

Father’s punishment. He won’t answer me.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Thor’s eyes lit up at first and then 

dimmed. 

“He won’t respond, but he can hear and see you? Then... Maybe we can try.” Hearing Thor’s answer, Lin 

Rui’s eyes flashed as he murmured. 

Seeing Lin Rui’s expression and his low whisper, Thor didn’t know what Lin Rui was thinking, so he could 

only stand on the edge of the patio anxiously and believe him. 

“If Heimdall has been watching Thor, then he may already know about Jane’s disappearance. But 

because Jane is just an insignificant earthling, Heimdall will definitely not spend energy looking for it. But 

if Thor also disappeared from Earth, then Heimdall is definitely going to be concerned. Odin sent Thor 

into exile on Earth to reflect on his choices, not to bounce around different worlds.” Lin Rui quickly 

thought in his heart as he looked at Thor, who stood at the edge of the patio and kept trying to calm his 

nerves down. 

So, if Thor went through this Subspace to find Jane then it also means that Heimdall will look for Thor 

and then discover Jane’s location. In that case, even if Jane and Thor met Dark Elves who was looking for 

Aether over there, Asgard’s army would instantly arrive as long as they were seen by Heimdall.” Soon, 

Lin Rui came up with a more than likely development of the situation in his mind. 

“Then, Thor...... you’d better go over there!” With this thought in mind, Lin Rui had soundlessly walked 

behind Thor. 



Whew! 

In the next moment, in front of the shocked eyes of Darcy and Evans, Lin Rui raised his foot and directly 

kicked Thor’s ass. 

Pū! 

Thor, who was standing on the edge of the patio observing this Dimensional Space, was kicked out by 

Lin Rui and he wasn’t able to respond. Although Thor did regain some of his strength, Lin Rui himself 

was not an ordinary person, and he also used a lot of strength to kick Thor which resulted in Thor being 

kicked for several meters. In this way, Thor quickly fell onto the patio with a confused expression on his 

face. 

Huhu! 

After falling for two seconds, Thor instantly disappeared into the bottom of the patio, just like the 

beverage can before. 

At this time, Lin Rui slowly brought her outstretched leg back and silently raised her head, and looked 

over the patio, “Heimdall, if you see it then go find your Prince!” 

Brush! 

Just after Lin Rui kicked Thor down, Darcy and Evans, who had recovered from their shock, finally rushed 

over. 

“Jackson! What are you doing!?” Looking at the location where Thor disappeared from the patio with a 

worried expression on his face, Darcy then stared at Lin Rui and asked loudly. 

Even if Thor is unreliable as an alien, he shouldn’t do such a dangerous thing. What if this dimension is 

harmful to people? Darcy didn’t want to explain to Jane how her ex-boyfriend got killed. 

Especially since the act of Lin Rui kicking Thor just now seemed very unexpected, so unexpected that no 

one reacted. If the few people present didn’t know the patio was a subspace, then Lin Rui’s act would 

have been seen as a clear murder! 

CHAPTER 733 9 MINUTE 12 SECOND 

Facing Darcy’s questioning, Lin Rui acted calmly. 

“By doing the right thing, Jane is trapped in another dimension connected by this dimension, and only 

Thor can save her now.” Lin Rui looks at Darcy and gives a vague explanation while silently stepping back 

two steps from the edge of the courtyard. 

“Is this your plan for rescuing Jane? Don’t you know how dangerous this could be?!” Clearly, Lin Rui’s 

answer did not convince Darcy, who at this point could not understand Lin Rui’s approach. 

“Of course I do. I know better than you do. Darcy, you have to trust me. Don’t you remember what 

happened last time? I was very helpful at that time too.” Lin Rui has no choice but to continue his 

explanation when he saw Darcy’s expression. 



Darcy finally calmed down when she heard Lin Rui’s explanation. Darcy then remembers that the 

handsome young man she is looking at is no ordinary man, but he has a very unusual sibling or father-

son relationship with Tony Stark. 

And, he is also someone who has a lot of connections with SHIELD who monitors global security. So if he 

says he knows exactly what’s going on at this time then Darcy doesn’t have to be suspicious. 

“Even if Thor doesn’t encounter any danger like this, you can’t do it so suddenly. Thor himself intended 

to jump in so you didn’t have to push him like that!” Although Darcy slowly understood Lin Rui, she still 

feels that his approach just now was too unpleasant. 

Hearing this, Lin Rui could only smile a few times helplessly. It was because of Heimdall that he 

unexpectedly kicked Thor out. If Heimdall hadn’t been watching Thor, he wouldn’t have kicked him out 

without warning. 

After all, if Heimdall knows that Lin Rui has negotiated with Thor to let him leave the earth through the 

dimension space, maybe Heimdall will find trouble with him later. 

But now Lin Rui had kicked Thor out by accident. Although Heimdall must have some doubts, he would 

not think of coming to Lin Rui for trouble. Moreover, Lin Rui will not give Heimdall a chance to trouble 

him. 

“Darcy, do you remember what time it was when you threw in that drink can earlier? I want to calculate 

how long a round trip of the spatial tunnel formed by this dimensional space is.” Lin Rui went on to ask 

without dwelling on the vanished Thor. 

“This? I didn’t keep track of the time, but it should only be about ten minutes.” Hearing Lin Rui’s 

question, Darcy answered after thinking about it. 

“It’s nine minutes and twelve seconds.” After Darcy had finished speaking, Evans, who was standing next 

to her, interrupted and replied. I don’t know how he accurately remembers it to second. 

“Very well, then I’ll wait for nine minutes and twelve seconds. If Thor does not appear from here after 

nine minutes and twelve seconds, it means that he has successfully crossed the dimensional space and 

has entered the space connected to the opposite side.” Hearing Evans’ words, Lin Rui nodded and said. 

Thor has gone through the dimensional space to find Jane Foster, but at this time, Thor is not the 

complete version of Thor as he was in the original plot. Although Thor has recovered some part of his 

strength, he is still weak. 

Therefore, if Heimdall has not found Thor at this time, or if he did not find Thor at all then Thor will be in 

a very dangerous situation even if he finds Jane and Lin Rui certainly won’t let them fall into such a 

dangerous situation. 

“Wait nine minutes and twelve seconds? What about after that? What about after Thor doesn’t show 

up? How are they going to come back?” Not hearing anything related to the word ‘Rescue’ in Lin Rui’s 

sentence, Darcy frowned and then asked. 

“I guess Jackson is going to go over after nine minutes and twelve seconds as well.” After Darcy finished, 

Evans interjected again. 



Compared to Darcy, Evans seems to have a strong understanding in some aspects. After learning about 

Lin Rui’s general identity, he already knew that the young man in front of him was probably some kind 

of a hidden strong character in a novel or movie. 

The situation they have encountered right now is very magical so the young man in front of him should 

be someone who specializes in handling this kind of magical event. 

What’s more, When Lin Rui was explaining his actions to Darcy just now, Evans heard him talk about the 

last incident. 

Although Darcy didn’t tell Evans what happened to her before but he knows it shouldn’t have been 

something any easier than it is today. Therefore, if Lin Rui had helped solve the problem last time, then 

obviously, he should be certain of solving the situation now. 

“Is Evans telling the truth?!” Darcy stared at Lin Rui and asked seriously. 

“Yes, if Thor does not show up after nine minutes and twelve seconds, I will go. Don’t worry, I know 

better than you how to deal with this kind of thing.” Lin Rui answered with a smile when he saw the 

worry in Darcy’s eyes. 

“You! Even if you are really amazing, you don’t have to act like you don’t care! You’re still several years 

younger than me!” Seeing Lin Rui’s appearance, Darcy patted his shoulder and said helplessly. 

“Is it just you this time? Where is that SHIELD and Mr. Stark? Didn’t they come to help?” After patting 

Lin Rui’s shoulder, Darcy looked at him and asked back. 

Darcy saw what Iron Man can do the last time she was in New Mexico. The humanoid war weapon from 

Bifrost was so powerful but it was still defeated by Iron Man. So Darcy expects some additional support 

from Lin Rui this time around. 

“I’m the only one for the time being because I am in charge of Thor on the earth. Not everybody can 

butt in on things like that.” Knowing what Darcy is probably thinking, Lin Rui answers with a shake of his 

head. 

JARVIS can quickly assemble the Iron Men Legion for Lin Rui if he wants to but Lin Rui doesn’t think he 

will need that many Iron Men this time. 

After all, all he wanted was to go over and get Jane back. If all goes well then there’s a good chance that 

Lin Rui won’t even have to go, and Thor will return with his ex-girlfriend. 

“That’s right! After all, Thor is...” Hearing Lin Rui’s answer, Darcy muttered as if thinking of something 

then, Darcy said nothing more. 

Seeing the dumb-like dialogue between Darcy and Lin Rui, Evans looked at them with a dumbfounded 

expression on his face and no one knew what he was thinking at this time. 

CHAPTER 734 DETERMINED 

Just when Lin Rui kicked Thor into the dimensional space in London, Tony, who had received the 

message from Mirage Knight in the Siberia SHIELD Base had once again gathered with Rogers and others 

to discuss their next move. 



“Stark, what did Mirage Knight say?” After Tony brought everyone together again, Rogers sat across 

from Tony and asked. 

Brush~ 

Without immediately answering Rogers’ question, Tony directly slid the tablet in his hand. Then, the 

whole screen in the middle of this large conference room lit up, and in the middle of the screen was 

exactly the information Lin Rui had asked JARVIS to send to Tony. 

“See for yourself.” After showing the message from Lin Rui, Tony simply sat on the chair and said. 

In fact, after Tony lit up the screen, Rogers and others were already reading the information. Lin Rui 

didn’t let JARVIS send too much information but it was enough to let Tony and others know the current 

situation. 

“The Dark Elf main force is now fighting another race. Their leader and the most Elite Soldiers are no 

longer on the home planet, and they will not return for a while. Therefore, at this time, the current 

strength of Dark Elves should only be a part of the team left behind. You guys can take the initiative! 

Also, I cannot go back to Siberia for the time being, but I will continue to pay attention to the situation 

on the Dark Elves; side, and I will tell you in time if the situation changes.” This is the information that 

Lin Rui asked JARVIS to send back. 

He immediately sent out this information as soon as he judged the real reason for Jane’s disappearance. 

“Mirage Knight was actually able to inquire about the Dark Elves! He can’t be an alien, right?!” Seeing 

this information displayed by Tony, Spiderman, who was also in this conference room, whispered out 

loud. 

Of course, Peter knows Lin Rui is not an alien. He is just a talented high school student. However, the 

more he gets along with Lin Rui, the more mysterious he feels about his good friend. 

Of course, the more things he encountered, the more receptive Peter became. In the beginning, he was 

surprised when he met the Vampires, but now, there are just aliens, which is quite normal. 

“Are Aliens rare? Who here today is not someone who has seen many amazing and weird events? The 

existence of Aliens should be considered as an objective factual thing, and we should all have 

encountered things more amazing than Aliens.” Hearing Peter’s whispered mutterings, Tony said in a 

calm tone. 

Aliens, Tony’s seen a lot of them in New Mexico a few months ago. Therefore, he now doesn’t think that 

Aliens are such amazing things. Speaking of which, among the people present at this time, Tony had the 

most dealings with Aliens and even Alien Lifeforms. 

Before coming over today, Tony was still studying the remains of Alien Lifeforms that Lin Rui brought 

back from another planet in his underground laboratory in New York. 

“Well, I don’t care where Mirage Knight got the Dark Elves’ news from, as long as we can ensure that the 

news is accurate.” Although Rogers is also surprised that Mirage Knight can inquire about the Dark Elves 

but Tony had already said so, of course, he wouldn’t express his surprise anymore, so he had to move 

forward. 



“I have always believed in Mirage Knight. Since he said that the Dark Elf’s main force is at war with 

another force, and the most Elite Soldiers and the Leader are not on the home planet, then I also agree 

to start the plan.” Tony was the first to speak after Roger finished speaking. 

Obviously Tony hadn’t quite agreed with Rogers’ plan before, but after Lin Rui intervened, Tony’s 

attitude had completely changed. 

By the way, the operation to assemble a team to go through the Portal and enter the planet where Dark 

Elf is located now has its own name, it is called Project S. 

“I also believe in Mirage Knight. If he thinks we can carry out this plan then I will go all out on behalf of 

the X-Men.” After Tony made his statement, Charles also spoke. 

As the leader of a moderate faction of Mutants on earth, Professor Charles has already begun drastic 

reforms within the X-Men. 

Not only to show his old friend and rival Magneto the changes in X-Men but to also make the X-Men 

reappear in front of the public with a brand-new attitude and starting point, so that it will have a 

positive impact on the Mutants in the future. 

Professor Charles would also have a lot of rights to speak on behalf of Mutants in future discussions. 

Rogers was speechless when he saw Tony and Professor Charles both expressing their opinions. When 

he had first proposed this plan, both of these guys didn’t approve of it, saying that he had to be cautious 

or something. 

Now, as soon as Mirage Knight finished speaking, they immediately changed their tune, cursing Rogers 

to become speechless. 

Of course, Tony and Professor Charles’s support still made Rogers very happy, because whether it was 

because of Mirage Knight or not, at least Rogers’ plan was going to move forward. 

“In that case, we’ll have to finalize the personnels. There will be 29 K and S Team Members on the 

SHIELD’s side in addition to the Avengers. What about the X-Men and the League of Defenders? Has the 

personnels been identified?” Now that no one has a problem with Project S, Rogers needs to hurry up 

and move forward with it. 

As for why he only asked about the X-Men and League of Defenders and not Tony, it was because he 

knew Tony already had two Iron Man Legions on the side. 

“The X-Men will be led by me. Besides me, there are five people including Hank, Storm, Blink, and Path 

Finder.” After Rogers asked, Professor Charles answered. 

In this operation to enter the extraterrestrial universe, Professor Charles is actually going to personally 

go out! As one of the World’s top Mutants, Professor Charles’ abilities will likely be highly effective in 

dealing with the Dark Elves as well. 

After all, even if the body structure is different, but as long as the civilized race has some form of mind 

then it is impossible for them to not be affected by Professor Charles’s telepathic ability. 



And in addition to Professor Charles, the other people on the X-Men side have their own characteristics 

and strengths, all of which are suitable for this kind of action. 

“Well, what about the League of Defenders?” Rogers had no opinion on the composition of the X-Men 

crew, so he turned to look at Daredevil. After Mirage Knight left, the League of Defenders was 

temporarily being led by Daredevil. 

“Except for Dark Knight, the rest of us are going.” Daredevil replied calmly knowing Rogers was asking 

him. 

CHAPTER 735 SURPRISED 

In fact, while sending the information to Tony, Lin Rui also sent some messages to Peter and others. If 

everyone is going to participate in this plan, then the League of Defenders must also have someone to 

participate. 

The advice Lin Rui gave was to leave one person at the base on Siberia’s side, and the rest would just 

follow Tony. 

The one who was chosen to stay behind was Harry because he is the chairman of Oscorp Industries, so 

the others didn’t want him to take unnecessary risks. Although Harry wanted to go, he still listened to 

everyone. 

“As for me, there are a total of 30 Iron Mans going with me. These 30 Iron Mans are all able to survive in 

any environment. They would be able to perform at 100% even in the vacuum of space.” Tony said as 

Daredevil finished speaking. 

According to the information that Dr. Banner brought back, the environment on the other side of the 

Portal is not conducive to the survival of ordinary people on Earth. 

Although everyone sitting here is not an ordinary person but necessary precautions are still required. 

Therefore, everyone has to do a good job in their self-protection before going over, they cannot have 

losses among themselves before encountering the enemy. 

Therefore, the Iron Man team sent by Tony this time has a special mission, which is to dispatch Iron Man 

Armors to protect other members in time when there is a problem with the protective suits of other 

members. 

“So the basic crew is made up! I would like to remind you one more thing, this time, although it is us 

taking the initiative to enter the Portal, and the opposite side is an extraterrestrial civilization that we do 

not know much about. However, we are not going over there for the sake of war. Our main goal this 

time is to figure out the situation on the opposite side, and we are the first extraterrestrial team going 

there!” Rogers finally said in a deep tone as he looked at everyone. 

Rogers wanted to take the initiative when he saw the brutal nature of the Dark Elf race in the beginning. 

However, after all, they are going to someone else’s home. Although the team they assembled here is 

very powerful, the number is really not that many. 

But, Rogers is confident that they can handle a similar number of Dark Elves even if they are as powerful 

as the previous three powerful Dark Elfs. 



However, once the battle between two civilized races develops, then even if their strength doubles 

again, they may not be able to complete the detection plan peacefully. 

Of course, as long as the information given by Mirage Knight is accurate, they should not encounter the 

overly powerful Dark Elves. After all, the team they had assembled was already as powerful as it could 

be counted on Earth. 

“Of course, we know this. Do you really think that I want to go out of the Earth to open a battlefield? 

There may be many hidden enemies there. However, the threat of this Portal is something that must be 

resolved, occupying an area over there to guard the Portal is undoubtedly the best way for now.” 

Hearing Rogers’ words, Tony slowly stood up from his chair and said. 

Because Tony had seen Aliens and the combat power of Aliens before, that is, the battle with Asgard’s 

Destroyer in New Mexico, so he still had his own understanding of the strength of extraterrestrial 

civilization. 

Lin Rui also reveals more information about the Dark Elves to Tony in order to make their Project S more 

successful. Among them is the relationship between the civilizations of the Nine Realms and the current 

battle on the Dark Elf front. 

Of course, Lin Rui couldn’t accurately estimate the strength of the Dark Elves so he just asked Rogers to 

send the strongest people to participate in the plan. 

In this case, as long as they do not encounter Malekith, the most powerful warrior and leader of the 

Dark Elves, this team would be able to handle anything. 

“It seems that you are quite confident in this plan.” Hearing Tony’s words and seeing his expression, 

Rogers suddenly said with a flash of eyes. 

“When did I ever lose my confidence? Even if we really encounter enemy and fight, I and the Iron Man 

legion would be enough to push them back.” Tony replied with a smile on his face as he heard Rogers’ 

words. 

“Then, let’s prepare and gather at the Portal in ten minutes!” Then, Rogers stood up and said loudly. 

... 

While Tony and others in Siberia were preparing to go through the Portal and enter the Dark Elf 

territory, Heimdall, who was guarding the Bifrost was frowning tightly. Because he can not see Thor. 

Hum~ 

A dazzling golden light flashed from time to time in the deep golden pupils as Heimdall used his special 

ability to look for Thor’s figure in the scope of the Nine Realms. However, several minutes had passed 

and Heimdall still couldn’t find where Thor was. 

Just as Lin Rui had guessed, Thor, as the Asgard Prince who was exiled by Odin to the earth for his 

punishment was getting monitored by Heimdall. And just three seconds after Lin Rui kicked Thor, 

Heimdall suddenly lost track of him. 



Even if that piece of dimensional space had the function of teleporting objects away, Thor would not be 

able to avoid Heimdall’s search as long as he was still in the Nine Realms. But the truth is that Heimdall 

couldn’t find Thor. 

“Could it be... that Dimensional Space is connected to some absolute restricted areas within the Nine 

Realms?!” Heimdall frowned and muttered to himself. 

Only those absolute restricted areas can block Heimdall’s sight, but can an unexpected dimensional 

space opening connect those restricted areas so coincidentally? Heimdall remained suspicious of this. 

However, he should have been able to find Thor if he hadn’t been teleported to those restricted areas! 

“Let’s look for him again! If I still can’t find him then I would need to report everything to Odin.” After 

thinking about it, Heimdall began his task again. 

Lin Rui, who had guessed that Heimdall would always pay attention to Thor, did not expect that he 

would use Heimdall’s situation of always looking at Thor to help Thor and Jane Foster. 

However, Heimdall failed at this critical moment and he could not find Thor! If Lin Rui knew that the 

connected space on the other side of the dimensional space was beyond the reach of Heimdall’s eyes 

then he might have asked Tony for help. 

CHAPTER 736 GOING 

Hum~ 

Another minute passed, and the golden gleam in Heimdall’s eyes faded again. Breathing out his breath, 

Heimdall spent a lot of energy looking for Thor in Nine Realms just now but, judging by his expression, 

the search did not turn out well either. 

“It seems that Thor has really been teleported to a forbidden area. This time, I have to report this matter 

to Odin, I hope it won’t disturb him.” After taking a second breath to recover himself, Heimdall felt 

helpless. 

Heimdall was not worried about Thor’s safety. The Enchanted Words spoken by Odin at that time did 

seal Thor’s powers but it would also protect Thor from dying at critical times. 

How could Odin really allow his son to fend for himself and die? If Odin really wanted to make Thor 

suffer then he could have banished him to a worse planet for his punishment, such as the one inhabited 

by the Dark Elf race. 

With Dark Elf’s hatred of Asgard, Thor would have a hard time living there even with his powers. 

But while Tony’s life is unlikely to be in danger, it’s not good that he disappeared under his own watch. 

Moreover, there are some special absolute forbidden areas in the Nine Realms. 

The role of each forbidden area is different, and some of them are so dangerous that even someone as 

powerful as Odin could fall there if trapped. 

Some forbidden areas are perfectly safe and they became Forbidden areas due to special circumstances 

and there’s a good chance that something important will be buried or hidden there. 



No matter which forbidden area Thor was teleported to, Heimdall felt that he should get out of there as 

soon as possible. So, at this point, he can only tell Odin the situation, and Heimdall had already delayed 

for five or six minutes. 

After Heimdall reported the situation to Odin, he quickly received a reply from Odin. However, Heimdall 

was a little surprised by Odin’s reply. 

Because, Odin only said that he already knew about the situation, but chose not to take action. 

By the time Odin was this strong, he could already vaguely see some of the future, and what Thor 

experienced this time was very important to his growth. Therefore, Odin could not possibly intervene. 

“I can rest easy in this case. However, that small runt that kicked Thor seems to have planned this out! If 

it wasn’t because of the protection of Ancient One, I would have already called him here long ago.” No 

matter what Odin’s purpose is, Heimdall won’t worry about Thor anymore. But he still had a little 

resentment about the small runt that made Thor disappear. 

Lin Rui, who is far away in London, doesn’t know that he had entered Heimdall’s shit list. Lin Rui didn’t 

expect Heimdall to know about it and has it not been for Ancient One, Lin Rui might have been baptized 

by the Bifrost. 

Earth, in the unfinished building on the outskirts of London. 

Phoo~ 

“Why do I feel a chill crawling on my back!” Lin Rui, who was pinching the stopwatch and staring at the 

patio in front of him, suddenly felt a chill coming up behind him, and couldn’t help but mutter. 

Lin Rui didn’t notice at this time that Heimdall was curiously staring at him from the infinitely distant 

starry sky above. 

The last time Heimdall was entrusted by Ancient One to look for Lin Rui, he was almost spotted by him, 

so this time, he paid a lot of attention to ensure that Lin Rui could no longer find him. 

“Eight minutes have passed!” When Lin Rui wondered where the chill came from, Evans who was 

standing next to him suddenly reminded him. 

Snap! 

“I know! I’m nervous too, you don’t have to shout out so loudly!” The sudden shout from Evans startled 

Darcy, who was concentrating on the time and she slapped him on the head and shouted back. 

“Darcy, your voice seems louder than mine!” Evans murmured feeling a little aggrieved when Darcy 

slapped him. 

“What are you talking about? Why are you talking so much?” Darcy didn’t hear Evans’ muttering but her 

womanly intuition was telling her that he would definitely not say anything good about her. 

“I didn’t say anything but you are right, I should be careful!” Evans immediately lowered his head and 

answered as soon as he saw the expression on Darcy’s face. 

“That’s more like it! Darcy laughs as Evans goes soft. 



Phoo~ 

Just when Darcy and Evans were arguing on the sidelines, no, just when Darcy was berating Evans, Lin 

Rui on the side suddenly took two steps back. 

“The time has come. It seems that Thor has successfully reached the place where this dimensional space 

is connected to.” Lin Rui said calmly as he stepped back. 

“Then... Jackson, shall we wait a while? Maybe Thor will be able to bring Jane back soon.” Seeing Lin 

Rui’s movements, Darcy, who was still berating Evans a second before, immediately looked at him and 

asked with a worried expression on her face. 

Because Darcy knew that they have waited for nine minutes and twelve seconds to make sure that Thor 

would not be transported back like the Drink Can. 

Two minutes ago, the Drink Can have appeared again. But now that Thor hasn’t shown up, it’s time for 

Lin Rui to set off according to plan. 

“I knew that if Thor got there he would not be able to return immediately with Jane but I am afraid that 

there might be some surprises on their side. Now that Thor had reached the other side, I’m sure I’ll 

make it, too. If they do get into trouble the I would be able to help.” Lin Rui replied with a smile knowing 

that Darcy is worried about him. 

Kakaka! 

While Lin Rui was talking, the Iron Man Armor that had been standing in the back corner had also 

walked over and opened in front of Lin Rui, and quickly armed him in. 

Lin Rui had already exposed his relationship with Tony Stark, so now it’s okay to use the Iron Man 

Armor. As for the identity of Lin Rui’s Mirage Knight, it is not needed now. 

“So... Jackson, you have to be careful!” Seeing that Lin Rui is already armed with the Iron Man Armor, 

Darcy can only wish him luck. 

“Don’t worry, I will come back with Jane and Thor.” Lin Rui’s confident voice came out of the Iron Man’s 

Armor after he heard the concern in Darcy’s voice. 

Boom~ 

In the next moment, Lin Rui armed with the Iron Man Armor had already flown up and rushed into the 

patio. 

CHAPTER 737 ENTER 

Hum~ 

After rushing into the patio, Lin Rui clearly felt that he had entered another space, and the gravity was 

no longer the same. But because JARVIS quickly adjusted the power system in a timely manner, Lin Rui 

quickly stabilized in the middle of the patio. 

“Surely, there are still many amazing things to understand in this world! A subspace like this connecting 

another planet is still very different from a normal space portal. If we can master this kind of technology 



......JARVIS, can you analyze the situation here?” Without leaving immediately along with this 

dimensional space, Lin Rui asked JARVIS while feeling suspended in the middle of the patio. 

“Jackson, the emergence of this dimensional space is related to the Alpha Particles. In fact, there was a 

lot of progress in the study of alpha particles a long time ago. The most important thing is that the Alpha 

Particles are proven to be Particle that can have a special effect on space. therefore, where Alpha 

Particle exists, there is a great possibility that some spatial changes will occur. As for what kind of spatial 

changes will occur, this will have to be further studied.” Hearing Lin Rui’s question, JARVIS answered at a 

fast speed. 

“Is that so? It seems that I didn’t do my homework properly! Since you are already studying it, there is 

no need to delay now, let’s go!” Hearing JARVIS’s answer, Lin Rui said with some embarrassment. 

Then, the Iron Man suspended in the middle of the patio suddenly turned over and rushed forward with 

his head down. 

Although Lin Rui felt that if he flew upwards, he could also pass through this dimensional space but to 

fight against the special gravity in this space would consume more energy in this Iron Man suit. 

If Lin Rui encountered some Dark Elves this time, then the battle would be inevitable, and it is obviously 

best to save more energy. 

“Hey! Jackson! What should I do if you never come back?!” Just when Lin Rui’s Iron Man was charging 

down, Darcy, who was standing on the edge of the patio, suddenly asked loudly. 

Just now Darcy hadn’t thought about it because she was worried about Lin Rui, but now Lin Rui was 

leaving, and she and her timid junior were the only ones left here, so if they couldn’t come back 

successfully, Darcy really didn’t know who to ask for help. 

After all, it’s impossible to get help from the police for such things. Moreover, now that they were not in 

the United States, it was still a question whether the British police on this side of London would be 

interested in the research of two foreigners. 

Brush! 

Hearing Darcy’s voice, the Iron Man Armor, who was falling fast, suddenly paused in midair. Then the 

Iron Man suddenly raised his hand, and a slap-sized object was thrown at Darcy. 

“This is for you. If we don’t return for more than half an hour, you can follow the instructions above.” 

When the thing flew to Darcy, Lin Rui’s voice also came out. 

Shout! 

When the flying object was just caught by Darcy’s hand, Lin Rui’s Iron Man figure disappeared under the 

patio at the same time. At this point, Lin Rui has also officially begun to cross over this magical subspace. 

“Jackson, you must come back safely!” Clutching a small tablet in her hand, Darcy looked at the empty 

patio in front of her and muttered with worry. 



The thing Lin Rui threw to Darcy just now is the tablet she is holding now, and this tablet can directly 

contact JARVIS. If Lin Rui and the others do not come back in half an hour, even if Darcy does not 

contact others, JARVIS will directly contact Tony and others. 

Moreover, there are some Iron Man on standby in the Stark private jet parked outside this unfinished 

building. Therefore, Darcy and the others are not completely isolated right now. 

Just when Darcy was a little lost in thought looking at the patio in front of her, she didn’t notice a small 

instrument on the seemingly casual right hand of her Junior Evans, who was standing behind her. 

In a position that Darcy could not see, Evan’s finger quickly pressed on that instrument many times. 

Dī Dī Drops~ 

Then, after a red light came on, Evans put his hand back into his trouser pocket, and when he took it out 

again, the instrument had disappeared. 

Judging by what Evans just did, he’s clearly not your average college kid. As for which party he belongs 

to, Lin Rui must have had his own judgment, otherwise, he won’t trust Darcy and him to wait here. 

After Evans put the instrument away, a message was quickly sent from his trouser pocket. However, this 

message was intercepted as soon as it rushed out of the unfinished building. 

JARVIS had made the move to intercept the outgoing message. There is a Stark private jet parked 

outside the unfinished building, which is equivalent to a clone of JARVIS being here. Therefore, for 

Evans’s small actions, JARVIS can see it clearly. 

“Level 2 reserve talent Jackson-Lin appeared in London, he entered the subspace with our S-Level 2, and 

now his situation is unknown. Jane Foster has been missing for an hour and twenty-three minutes, the 

situation here at Alpha Particle is beyond my control, I hope to have HQ support.” This is the message 

Evans just sent out and JARVIS had intercepted the full message. 

“Second-level reserve talent? S-level person? It seems that it is indeed the same as Jackson guessed, this 

Evans must have been sent from SHIELD to monitor Jane Foster.” After analyzing this simple 

information, JARVIS quickly determined Evans’ hidden identity. 

In fact, when he first saw Evans, Lin Rui had already noticed that Darcy’s junior was somewhat different. 

First of all, the shock he showed when he saw the Stark Luxury Jet and the Iron Man Armor was real, but 

JARVIS detected that his physical state was actually very calm. This means that his shock was just a 

performance. 

Of course, in addition to this, JARVIS also found that Evans was hiding some gadgets on him, something 

that a normal college student could not have. 

As for why Lin Rui didn’t take care of Evans just now, it was because Lin Rui had guessed that Evans 

should be an agent of SHIELD. 

If he is an agent of SHIELD then it doesn’t matter if he sees some things. Moreover, he can also handle 

some unexpected situations here, after all, Darcy is just an ordinary girl. 



“Although I’m here already, but SHIELD’s support can also be considered a help.” Thinking about this, 

JARVIS has lifted the information blockade. 

At the next moment, when JARVIS lifted the blockade, the message was quickly delivered quickly. As 

long as SHIELD receives this message, they should respond, after all, Thor is also under their focus. 

CHAPTER 738 PLAN 

And just when Lin Rui disappeared in this dimensional space, the teams participating in Project S at the 

Siberia SHIELD base had also been assembled. 

A minute after Lin Rui disappeared, this powerful team consisting of SHIELD, Iron Man, X-Men, and 

League of Defenders also entered the Portal in an orderly manner. 

In this way, Lin Rui and the alliance’s first extraterrestrial operation began simultaneously and silently 

almost at the same time. 

Lin Rui went over to an interdimensional space that was connected to the forbidden space where the 

Aether was buried by the Asgard. While the team on Siberia’s Portal was connected to the base planet 

of the Dark Elves. 

This time, however, their actions appear to be completely unrelated, but in fact, they are very closely 

linked. 

Rogers and the others formed the S-Team to pass through the Portal for the first time to come into 

contact with the extraterrestrial civilization for the first exploration, and to prevent the Dark Elves from 

invading the earth, they are aiming to protect the earth by going beyond the earth. 

Although Lin Rui went to the forbidden area of Asgard, at this time, Malekith, the leader of Dark Elves, 

must be leading the most Elite Soldiers of the Dark Elves in search of the Aether. 

In other words, Malekith is also in the forbidden area of Asgard at this time. Maybe, at this time, Jane 

Foster would be found by the Dark Elves after she gets possessed by the Aether. 

So Lin Rui’s purpose this time is to safely bring Jane Foster back or to safely send her to Asgard. In this 

case, Lin Rui will inevitably face up with Malekith. 

In other words, even though they are located in two different places, both Rogers and Lin Rui are dealing 

with Dark Elves. Without Lin Rui’s words, it would have been impossible for Rogers and others to enter 

the Portal. 

... 

Buzzing~ 

The Portal in Dark Elf’s domain had been silent for a long time but it began to send out distinct spatial 

fluctuations at this moment. 

Brush! 



Sensing the movement on the other side of the portal, the Dark Elf Elite Soldier who had been stationed 

nearby immediately looked that way. The Dark Elf Soldier had a bad feeling in his heart as he watched 

the movement on the portal. 

Swipe! 

As the Dark Elf Elite Soldier peered through the portal, a dozen small planes the size of a hand burst out 

of it. These small planes are an add-on to the Iron Man Armo and Tony had sent them out in advance to 

find his way through the portal. 

In addition to being able to detect what’s ahead, these small planes also have some firepower. Although 

not powerful, but they can cause some trouble to the enemy. 

“...%￥......(*&ampp; amp;*......￥......!” The Dark Elf Elite soldier already shouted loudly the moment he 

saw those small planes. 

With this Elite warrior’s intelligence, he certainly knew what the appearance of these small planes 

represented, and that what he had been waiting for was finally going to appear from this portal. 

Whatever was about to come out of that Portal was the cause of the disappearance of three Elite 

warriors and the death of hundreds of basic cannon fodder. 

Huhuhu! 

After the Elite warrior shouted, the Dark Elf team that had already assembled quickly rallied. This Dark 

Elf team had a total of almost a hundred members, plus about five hundred cannon fodder beasts. 

This is far more than the Earth’s upcoming team in terms of numbers, but all the people coming from 

the earth had great individual strength and some of them can even fight again dozens of enemies at the 

same time. 

So, once the battle occurs, it is really unclear how the situation will develop. 

Swipe! 

As the Dark Elf team assembled, the dozen or so small planes have quickly scattered and rushed out 

towards this valley around where the portal is located. 

Although the cannon fodder beasts tried to attack those small planes, but the attacks were dodged by 

the small planes with their small size and flexibility. 

As the leader of the Dark Elf team, the Elite warrior didn’t bother with the small planes flying around, his 

eyes were fixed on the location of the portal. 

He knew very well that these flying little things were not very useful so he would just let those beasts 

take care of them. 

Buzzing~ 

Sure enough, as the Elite soldier stared, there was another powerful wave of movement in the portal 

and many Iron Man Armors quickie rushed out of the portal in the next moment. 



Just to be on the safe side, these Iron Man Armor, who didn’t need a human pilot, was placed at the 

front of the line. 

In addition to all the advanced technologies inside of them, these Iron Man Armors are very strong in 

combat. Even if they are hit at the moment of going out, Tony believes that his Iron Man team would be 

able to help the others behind them to get a safe chance to go out. 

“&Amp;a;...%&amp;ap;!” After seeing the Iron Man Armors rushing out, the expression on the Elite 

soldier’s eyes changed and he loudly shouted. 

Huhu! 

Then, he rushed towards the Iron Man Armors first. Under his leadership, the Dark Elf warriors who 

were standing behind him all wielded various weapons in their hands and attacked the Iron Man team. 

Dī Dī Di~ 

“The battlefield map has been established, the data transmission speed has been slowed down by 60%, 

and the power compensation has been increased to 30%. It will take at least one minute to further scan 

the enemy’s combat power and complete strength analysis.” JARVIS’s calm voice is heard in every Iron 

Man Armor as the Dark Elf warriors begin to attack the onrushing Iron Men. 

Using the small planes that had been rushed out, JARVIS had built up a map of the battlefield within 

seconds of arriving, and the finer details were all analyzed in minutes. Of course, JARVIS’s primary goal 

now is to help Tony and others to open up a safe arrival area. 

“Begin to establish a battlefield safety zone, open firepower, and counterattack!” Although the signal 

transmission has been suppressed a little due to environmental reasons, JARVIS still runs very fast when 

the distance is so close, and every command has been directly issued. 

Da Da Da ~ Da Da Da ~ 

After JARVIS issued the command to counterattack, the Iron Man team, which was still just flying around 

in mid-air to avoid the Dark Elf’s attack, all showed their fangs, and each Iron Man Armor issued out a 

ferocious attack. 

Although these strange flying enemies have a strong defense, but Dark Elves were dazed when they saw 

the firepower issued by them. 

Although the Dark Elf warriors are far superior to that of the Earthlings, there were still many Dark Elf 

who directly fell to the ground under such firepower. 

“@￥#@%&ampp;......*” The Elite soldier shouts loudly as he sees his team getting hit so hard. 

Under his shout, the Dark Elf fighters surrounding the portal scattered in an orderly manner to avoid the 

Iron Man’s attacks. 

Because there is Iron Man’s most important strike point, scattering from there will reduce a lot of 

damage. But this Elite warrior didn’t know that by retreating, he had forced himself into an even more 

dangerous situation. 



CHAPTER 739 FIGHT 

Buzzing! 

After the Elite soldier ordered everyone to retreat from the vicinity of the portal, the portal once again 

sent a strong spatial fluctuation. At the next moment, a mixed team dressed completely differently 

rushed out of the portal. 

Obviously, it was Rogers and others who had come through the Portal from Siberia. Because this 

operation is composed of several forces working together, so everyone is acting in a unified manner on 

the main premise but their respective characteristics are still very obvious. 

Although the X-Men are also wearing combat protective clothing provided by SHIELD, a large silver X 

logo is also printed on the chest. The members of League of Defenders kept their hero suits, and they 

didn’t even look like fighters. Only SHIELD’s K Team and S Team seem to have a very obvious appearance 

of Soldiers. 

Dī Dī! 

The moment after rushing out of the portal, everyone from earth received a message from JARVIS. The 

terrain of this valley, the approximate strength of the Dark Elves gathered outside and the number of 

enemies has been sent to each member. 

Therefore, there was not much time to stay to observe the situation, and the teams rushing out of the 

portal had instantly divided into several teams and started to build a battlefield safety zone around the 

portal. 

Brush! 

“Wow! Aliens!!” While shouting excitedly, Spiderman had already rushed towards several Dark Elves. 

Pū Pū Pū! 

A few strands of spider silk flew off Peter’s hand as he made his way out. The threads burst open in 

midair into huge webs, which bound the Dark Elfs before they knew what they were doing. After the 

Earth team passes through the Portal, the real battle begins with an excited Spiderman! 

Bang bang! 

“Haha! Ugly aliens! I am not afraid of you!” Spiderman shouted with a laugh after kicking the Dark Elf 

bound by the cobwebs. 

Brush! 

However, just as Spiderman was hitting the Dark Elf with excitement, there is a crack in the air behind 

him. At this moment, Peter’s spider institution suddenly reminded him of incoming danger. 

Without even thinking about it, Peter raised his foot and kicked the Dark Elf in front of him, and then he 

twisted his body and turned and quickly left the place. 

Pū! 



As Peter turned to leave, a black bade flew past his chest, and Peter seemed to feel the chill from the 

long blade. At last, however, Peter dodged, and the long blade flew straight into the chest of a Dark Elf 

that could not dodge. 

“Wow! Killing each other!” Peter cried out in surprise as he watched that ugly Dark Elf fell to the ground 

after being stabbed. 

In Peter’s opinion, although the opponent’s attack was aimed at him, the attacker also didn’t care about 

his companion’s safety, otherwise, his attack would atleast deviate a bit. 

Huhu! 

Spiderman only had the time to sigh with emotion as the other Dark Elf and cannon fodder beasts 

surrounded him. In such a valley without high-rise buildings, Spiderman’s flexibility has been reduced a 

lot, and he still has to take the enemy seriously. 

“Spiderman! Don’t run too far! We have to guard the portal!” Tony’s voice suddenly came out of the air 

as Peter was entangled with a few Dark Elf and cannon fodder beasts and rushed out. 

The data analyzed by JARVIS has come out. The Dark Elfs guarding outside the portal this time are not 

stronger than the team that came from Earth this time, but their number is much larger. 

So, they just need to play it safe there won’t be any casualties or accidents. Of course, the premise is 

that everyone can adapt to this side of the battle as planned, and no powerful Dark Elf appears on the 

battlefield. 

“Got it!” Hearing Tony’s words, Peter, who was more than 100 meters away from the portal, said loudly. 

Then, Peter flexibly avoided the siege of a few Dark Elfs and kicked out two cannon fodder beasts that 

were coming towards him. 

Then Peter shot spider silk in mid-air with a flip of his hand, and the next moment, he had pulled the 

spider silk and flew up around the battlefield towards the portal. 

It turns out that when Peter shot the spider silk, there was an Iron Man flying over his head, and Peter’s 

spider silk stuck to this Iron Man, carrying him out. 

With JARVIS, everyone on earth’s side can get Iron Man’s help at the right time. This is the power of 

technology, to maximize the strength of the team. 

The Dark Elfs, on the other hand, are highly trained warriors, strong individuals, and indigenous, and 

they don’t need to adapt to the environment. However, the coordination between them is not as good 

as the team of earthside. 

So, even if Dark Elfs outnumbered the people on Earthside by a large margin, JARVIS’s judgment could 

overcome them. 

Boom! 



With the exception of Spiderman’s exciting battle with Dark Elf, the battles around the space portal are 

getting fiercer and fiercer. One of the battlefields was particularly fierce because that was where the top 

commander of the Dark Elf team was. 

After seeing so many enemies coming out of the space portal, the Elite fighter was already angry and 

jumped on them with his henchmen, and it was the Superhero team led by Rogers who greeted them. 

As soon as these two small teams come into contact, they already have a fight that is infinitely more 

intense than Spiderman’s fight against the ordinary Dark Elf warriors. 

The Dark Elf Elite warrior himself is a bit more powerful than any of the other guys who have passed 

through the portal before, and because he is in Dark Elf’s territory, his power is not affected, so he puts 

more pressure on Rogers and others. The four big players around him are no less powerful than 

Daredevil, either. 

These five fighters are far beyond the average Dark Elfs and they put a lot of pressure on Rogers, but he 

is not worried, because they also have many powerful people on their side! 

Daredevil, led by Captain America is in close combat, the transformed Hank and Falcon are up against 

the powerful elite fighters. 

Professor Charles commanded Hawkeye, Natasha, and Jack under the protection of Blink from the rear, 

and Storm confronted the four weaker Dark Elf fighters together. Of course, Charles’ telepathy had 

already been activated at the beginning of the battle. 

CHAPTER 740 TAKE ACTION 

Bang! Bang! 

Booming~ 

“Blink, are you sure you can do it now?” “Professor Charles asked Blink while turning his head to look at 

Blink, who was guarding his side. 

After exiting the portal, Charles immediately used his abilities. But when Charles used his ability, he 

suddenly found that his Psychic Power was suppressed by about 50%. 

Although Charles can perceive these Dark Elf’s mental fluctuations, it is very difficult for him to control 

them. These Dark Elfs seem to be born with Psychic Power defense. 

So, even if Charles did his best, he would just cause some Elite Dark Elf fighters to remain in trance for 

some moment. 

Of course, if he directly attacks those ordinary Dark Elf fighters then the effect would definitely be 

stronger. However, those ordinary Dark Elf fighters don’t require Charles’s intervention. Iron Man and 

SHIELD’s K-Team and S-Team are enough to deal with them. 

“Similar to Siberia, my spatial ability is severely suppressed here. If I force my way out, I can only expect 

to get one hit.” Blink quickly replied after hearing Professor Charles’ words. 



The portal behind them has been sending out its own special spatial fluctuations, and it is this kind of 

fluctuation that suppresses Blink’s spatial ability. If Blink leaves this space portal for more than 100 

meters then she will recover half of her ability. 

However, looking at the Dark Elf and the cannon fodder densely surrounding them, it is obviously not 

easy for Blink to get out safely. What’s more, she had to stay by Professor Charles’s side. Even if her 

ability was suppressed, her role at critical moments would still be a little higher than Rogers and the 

others. 

“Only one chance? Then it is better to wait for an opportunity. The leader of Dark Elf is strong, but 

Rogers and others can also handle him.” Hearing Blink’s answer, Charles said lightly. 

Charles was not reluctant to let Blink cooperate with Rogers to defeat the powerful Dark ElfElite soldier 

at one stroke, but he thought Blink’s ability was very special and powerful and could be used in a tough 

situation, and it was far from the time of crisis. 

“Well, I’ll keep trying to see if I can get rid of the suppression effect.” Blink said seriously as she also 

knew that her role depends entirely on her spatial ability. 

“I know, as for now, guard me well, I want to let this battle end soon.” With a nod, Professor Charles 

said in a slightly altered tone. 

“Professor, are you going to...” Hearing Charles’ words, Blink opened her mouth in surprise. 

“Don’t worry, even if my abilities are suppressed, I would have no problem dealing with ordinary aliens. 

Plus, I’m wearing a miniature Cerebro.” Charles replied with a smile on his face when he saw the worry o 

Blin’s face. 

Then, Charles slowly reached out his hand and took out a strangely shaped hat from under the 

wheelchair. If Charles hadn’t mentioned the miniature Cerebro just now, people would have mistaken 

this hat as a shrunken heater in a barbershop. 

Phoo~ 

After taking out the miniature Cerebro and casts his eyes over the chaos of the battlefield, watching all 

the battles. The next moment, Professor Charles wore the miniature Cerebro. 

Buzzing~ 

At the moment Charles put on the miniature Cerebro, a powerful Psychic Power suddenly spread out in 

all directions centered on Professor Charles! Soon, this powerful Psychic Power belonging to Professor X 

has covered the entire battlefield. 

“Whirring! ~” Charles, who had put on the miniature Cerebro to release all of his Psychic Power, had a 

pale silver glow in his eyes from time to time, and his breathing had gradually deepened. 

And now, Charles is about to use this skill on the alien Dark Elf, this is his first attempt. Of course, even if 

Charles wanted to try it before, there was no chance. 

The purpose of the miniature Cerebro is to enhance Charles’s Psychic Power so that he can more easily 

release his power, thereby controlling others. And now, Charles is about to use this skill on the alien 



Dark Elf, which is still his first attempt. Of course, even if Charles wanted to try it before, he did not have 

the opportunity. 

Brush! 

“Haha! Hey Ugly! Look at my feet!” When Charles put on the miniature Cerebro to release his Psychic 

Power in the center of the battlefield, Peter was being besieged by several Dark Elf, and he was kicking 

one of them while mocking him at the same time. 

Boom! 

The next moment, the Dark Elf who pounced on Peter was kicked out solidly. And Peter was a little 

surprised because he just kicked the other side openly and he should have been able to dodge Peter’s 

kick. 

When Peter kicked out a kick, that Dark Elf obviously reacted to prepare to dodge, but at the last 

moment, the expression on his face suddenly became dull and he did nothing to dodge Peter’s kick. 

“Ok, that’s weird! What happened to them?” Peter quickly glanced around and yelled out in disbelief 

while his eyes widened. 

It turned out that it was not only the Dark Elf who had just been kicked out by him that was dazed. The 

Dark Elfs who were still attacking Peter just now all seemed to have suddenly fallen under a magical 

daze spell, and surprisingly, all of them stood there in a trance, not continuing to attack Peter. 

“I’m attacking them mentally, but their own Psychic Power defenses are also very strong. I can’t 

continue to do this for a long time. Hurry up and end the battle!” Just when Peter was stunned, 

Charles’s voice suddenly rang out in his mind. 

In order to let the people on his side know that it was him who was making the move, Professor Charles 

had to divide a portion of his Psychic Power again to remind people like Peter. Otherwise, these Dark 

Elfs would once again continue to fight when they got out of under Charles’s ability he would have 

exhausted himself in vain. 

“So Professor X did this! It’s amazing!” Peter muttered and his eyes lit up when he heard the voice 

directly in his mind. 

Then, Peter quickly scanned the surrounding Dark Elfs affected by Charles’s Psychic Power and he 

rushed out to deal with them. After Peter rushed out, several Dark Elf fighters who were still 

surrounding him all fell to the ground, not knowing whether they were alive or dead. 

Encounters like Spiderman happened all over the battlefield. Originally, there were fierce battles all over 

the place, but suddenly, some guys on the Dark Elf side were in a daze for no reason, while the team on 

the Earthside took the opportunity to deal with the dazed Dark Elfs after a few moments of confusion. 

This scene had lasted no more than ten seconds, but nearly fifty of the hundred Dark Elfs had been 

taken care of within this time frame. 

It can be said that Professor Charles’s attack directly abolished half of the Dark Elf team. Now, with the 

exception of those cannon fodder beasts with limited combat effectiveness, the Dark Elf’s side doesn’t 

have much more people than the Earthside. 



 


